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Dual survival cast change reason

Viewers can still watch Cody Lundin fight the wilderness in Season 4 of Dual Survival, but the barefoot survivalist didn't finish at the end of the season after apparently being fired from the hit Discovery show. Many were shocked to discover that Lundin would no longer be on the show. His Aboriginal survival skills (not to mention that he
practically never wears shoes) are one of the main reasons people love watching Dual Survival. Viewers want answers as to why the barefoot star will no longer appear on the show, but the truth seems to have been confused by Lundin's accusations that he was unable to hack some of the desert scenarios and, above all, that firing him
was a security measure: that's at least what Lundin costar Joe Teti said. I was there and I know exactly what happened, he wrote on Facebook. For the record, the safety of the crew and hosts of any show is the most important issue for any production company or network. In a statement to the Rocky Mountain Bushcraft blog, Discovery
said it was looking for change but did not mention security as the reason for Lundin's departure. We had a good run with Cody and I wish him well. But Lundin called Discovery's response inaccurate, unre demanded, unacceptable and false. It may have been a fan favorite of the show, but it wasn't enough to keep it on Dual Survival.
Although he did not directly identify the reason, Lundin is called on his Facebook page to give his version of why he was fired in February. Early press releases implied that I would be back for the entire fourth season of Dual Survival. That's not true, he wrote on April 16. Later versions featured quotes from a new Discovery executive
producer implying that I left the show. That's not true. Further versions implied that I could no longer hack the show and that I was unable to handle survival scenarios. Not only are these implications completely false, but questioning my professional experience, competence and integrity in a way that I will not tolerate. Eventually, Lundin
revealed more about why he was fired. It's shocking to me that Discovery treats anyone this way, he wrote. Such programming must be produced and marketed responsibly, with the highest level of regard for the safety and health of hosts, production staff, and audience members. I have shared this message with them many times. Failure
to comply with this standard could have tragic consequences which, with due precaution, can be avoided. There can be no compromise when dealing with people's lives. The latest episode of Dual Survival by will air on Discovery Wednesday at 8/7c. Follow me on Twitter @mariamzzarella March 9, 2018 9:21 am PT by Eriq Gardner
Discovery Communications could move its headquarters from Maryland to New York, but it cannot escape a defamation case tried by arizona federal court. On Thursday, the owner of cable networks such as TLC, Animal Planet and Discovery Channel Channel that a reality TV star's contract can't cheat a defamation lawsuit when
intentional damages occur. In a summary ruling, the judge rejects Discovery's proposal that there is a special exception for reality shows and documentaries. The actor in the case is Cody Lundin, who was one of the original co-hosts of Discovery Channel's Dual Survival. This series of survival experts in harsh environments has become
fodder for all kinds of interesting defamation decisions. For example, last July, another judge ruled that Discovery was not responsible for the social media posts of Joseph Teti, a survivalist featured in seasons three to six of the program. In Lundin's lawsuit, he alleges that Teti made threats of violence against him, Dual Survival crew
members, and Discovery executives. Lundin says Discovery would not resolve his concerns about Tethys and instead ended him as the show's lead co-host. He then accuses Discovery of intentionally manipulating behind-the-scenes footage from previous episodes of the series to create the false impression to viewers in its final episode
that he was mentally compromised and therefore responsible for leaving the show. Discovery, in response to the lawsuit, has done what many reality TV producers do in the face of a claim from a cast member. The defendant indicated the waiver signed by Lundin. Since the show was about survivalists in dangerous situations, it makes
sense that Lundin's Talent Agreement includes a section titled Risk Taking, which waived any claims of personal injury. Under Maryland law, enforced because this is what the Talent Agreement specifies, discharge clauses are generally valid, but state courts have concluded that the parties are not authorized to justify liability for
intentional damages or extreme forms of negligence. Discovery admitted this, according to a decision by U.S. District Court Judge Roslyn Silver, but nevertheless supported an exception for the reality show. The company's attorneys cited cases from other jurisdictions including a defamation lawsuit in New York (Klapper v. Graziano)
involving a participant's statement about a plastic surgery nightmare on the show, Mob Wives. But Silver concludes that in the Mob Wives case, detention was limited. The appeals court agreed that the discharge clause prohibited the lawsuit, Silver notes. In reaching this conclusion, the appeal court made it clear that the discharge
clauses apply only to claims of negligence ... [T]the judge seemed to believe that if the plaintiff's claim had in fact involved intentional conduct, the discharge clause would not apply. On the basis of the decision of Klapper, there does not appear to be any special exception similar to that proposed by the defendants, Silver adds. None of
the other cases cited by the defendants provides any basis for questioning that conclusion. In fact, the other decisions do not seem to be grappling with the application of discharge clauses illegal at all. Since there is no special rule to be applied in the context of reality TV, the discharge clause does not exclude Lundin's claims and the
proposal for summary judgment of the defendants will be denied. Often, the denial of a defendant's summary judgment motion is the way to a trial, but in this case, there is a bit of weirdness. When Lundin filed his complaint, his lawyer sessed when he declared whether Lundin was seeking a jury trial. However, the complaint sought
punitive damages for an amount that must be determined by a jury. As such, Silver decides that Lundin has declined a request for a jury trial on all but the issue of punitive damages. You reject Lundin's arguments that he should be entitled to more. Here's the full decision: (UPDATE-Former Dual Survival host Joe Teti has faced recent
speculation about his double-survival dismissal in a Facebook Q&amp;A; click here to see what he had to say.) Wait a minute: why did Matt Graham leave Dual Survival? After all, why did Joe Teti leave Dual Survival? Fans of the popular show asked themselves these questions for twenty-four hours: the second season of Dual Survival
premiered last night on Discovery, but many fans were dismayed to discover that their show's beloved hosts, Matt Graham and Joseph Teti, were far away. The two new hosts, Grady Powell and Bill McConnell, didn't get a warm reception from longtime viewers, many of whom found themselves repeating their question, as if it were a
mantra: Why did Matt and Joe leave Dual Survival? We were able to put together some of the pieces of the puzzle... Discovery has billed the new hosts of Dual Survival: Grady Powell, a former Green Cap who also hosted Ultimate Survival Alaska, and Bill McConnell, a wilderness expert who is taking on the role of hippie shows — like the
show's next generation. In answers to separate questions on the show's Facebook page, the official Dual Survival account defended the double replacement, saying With the new hosts, you'll see different survival techniques in all new places. This is what we want to show and We constantly try to get new perspectives on survival
scenarios. As new hosts, Bill and Grady will show us their special skills and approaches to give us new information. What is less obvious, however, are the allegations that Joe Teti was fired from Dual Survival following an incident last May in which he killed a dog while filming the season one finale. According to a TMZ report last spring, a
group of stray cats ran on set, fleeing from a stray dog. When the dog took one, Joe innated it, and managed to the cat while killing or injuring (there are conflicting stories on this point) the dog. And, according to a separate report and not TMZ from around the same time, Joe was banned from all Discovery Channel offices while the
network decided what to do with Dual Survival. Apparently, highs of the channel dreaded a sort of retaliation from Joe, and and a memo that included the following instructions: The network is currently evaluating [Dual Survival] and has requested that Teti not be admitted to any Discovery office during this assessment. If viewed: Do not
grant access. Call security and the office manager immediately. In fact, Dual Survival was cancelled for a short time this summer. The result of the above assessment, however, was that Discovery reversed its decision and brought two new hosts. Joe Teti did not directly address his alleged dismissal from Dual Survival, even though he is
an active Facebooker. One post in particular from late May, however, has some fans wondering if he was trying to say goodbye without being specific: as for fan favorite Matt Graham, someone who claims to be the now former dual survival co-host came forward on Twitter and promised good things to come: I'm really Matt. Thank you for
all the support. I'm working on a new show and you'll see me soon. #DualSurvival #originalmedia - Dual Survival Matt (@Checkmate2160) January 13, 2016 Twitter, as you might expect, responded to the unseen replacement of Matt Graham and Joseph Teti and the first of last night's double survival season with disbelief and displeasure:
new double survival!!! but he's without Matt Graham and Joe Tedi???????????????????? what's the point - Max Karkos (@maxkarkos11) January 8, 2016 Dual Survival?? Where's Matt Graham? I loved the show with him! pic.twitter.com/Ez15ptt7bS — Chad (@breedlove81483) January 12, 2016 I'm so @ Discovery Channel for
eliminating Joe Tetí &amp; Matt Graham from Dual Survival. The 2 new guys suck  - DeeDee Duncan (@duncan_deedee) January 14, 2016 @Discovery finally messed up with this new season of Dual Survival... Did they get rid of Matt Graham's funniest guy for this? — Johnny Tommyhawks (@jhn7537) January 14, 2016 Plot Twist,
Bill and Grady die @Discovery matt and joe reports! #DualSurvival @DualSurvival - Kyle (@kyle_horine) January 14, 2016 5 minutes later and I don't already like new boyfriend Bill on #DualSurvival. Bring Matt and Joe back, please. — Derek Tyson (@DerekTysonESPN) January 14, 2016 So, who are the new guests from the second
season of Dual Survival? Grady Powell (pictured above) is not just a former Green Cap - he passed the selection at just 21, according to his official discovery biography, and is among some of the youngest soldiers to have joined the elite brotherhood of special forces operatives. The network is relying heavily on Grady's military
background in order to deepen the contrast between him and Bill. Before getting to Bill, though, here's the rest of Grady Powell's Dual Survivor biography: With tours of Iraq and North Africa, Grady is an expert on light weapons, mobility, and survival. Before joining the army, Grady studied graphic design, but eventually decided to follow in
the footsteps of other family members who served, including his grandfather, who was in the 11th Airborne Division during World War II, and his father, who was a green cap during Vietnam. In 2011, Grady starred in the NBC series Stars Earn Stripes, winning alongside his partner Eva Torres. After serving with distinction in the Army for
five years, he left and began training the military, law enforcement, and civilians in tactical skills, such as the defensive implementation of firearms. Drawing on his experience in shooting, escapism, field medicine, and urban survival, Grady also handled protection details for high-level U.S. dignitaries abroad. In 2013, he competed in a
survival race for National Geographic's Ultimate Survival Alaska. You can follow Grady on Twitter on @gradylpowell. Bill McConnell, by contrast, is the aforementioned hippie element that Dual Survival Season Seven is trying to emphasize. He is a primitive survivalist who grew up in Cleveland, spent time in the Pennsylvania branch of the
Appalachian Mountains as a young man, and was taught the way of the forest by his grandfather. It's also - in keeping with its back-to-nature ways - completely out of social media; none of Dual Survival's official tweets link to any of his accounts, although all of them include his name, and Grady's Twitter account is always included. In any
case, here's the rest of Bill The Hippie McConnell's biography: As a young adult and art student, he was homeless for a time and adapted his grandfather's classes to hunt down his own food and practice a form of urban survival. Eventually, Bill found his way to the Pine Barrens of New Jersey, where he studied and taught alongside Tom
Brown Jr. for nearly a decade. His lifelong devotion to the outdoors led Bill to explore primitive skills, including tool making and hunting techniques from indigenous and ancient societies. He now lives in Montana where he runs past skills wilderness school, leading courses on primitive camouflage, fire with attrition techniques, Native
American hunting traditions, and many other related topics. Dual Survival Season Seven airs Wednesdays at 9:00 pm EST on Discovery. (Photo credits: Dual Survival Season Seven via Twitter) Twitter)
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